Caprail for Glass
Installation Instructions
Before You Begin
Make sure you read all of the instructions and have
all your product components and pieces nearby and
handy. As soon as you start the process, you will not
have much leeway time.

Included Items
Caprail
Rubber Gasket

Note: You will need something that will act as a
lubricant for only a few minutes and not leave any
residue. We recommend glass cleaner for this install
(Windex for example).
Using any silicone-based product (like WD-40)
will make your cap fall off.

Step-By-Step Instructions
1.

Cut your rubber gasket (and cap if not already cut) to the
length of your run of glass panels.

2.

Take your rubber gasket, line it up with the edge of the
glass, and place it on top of your glass. It is important to
do only one section at a time.

3.

Saturate the outside of the rubber gasket with the glass
cleaner. Soak it completely; using too much is better than
using too little.

Important note: You will want to move from step 3
to step 4 as quickly as possible. Do NOT give the
glass cleaner time to dry.
4.

5.

Align your metal or wood cap with the edge of the glass
panel and place it on top of the rubber gasket right away.
Start at the aligned end and press the metal cap on with
firm hand pressure. Continue pressing along the metal cap
until the whole cap is on and seated all the way down onto
the rubber gasket.

Figure 1

For a finished look, miter the end of the last (or first) length
of cap and cut a small section of the cap at a reciprocal
angle (90 minus the angle of your cap rail miter) to run
down the front edge of the glass. (see figure 1)
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